In this article, we describe how we augment human perception and cognition through Sol, an agent-based framework for distributed sensemaking. We describe how our visualization approach, based on IHMC's OZ flight display, has been leveraged and extended in our development of the Flow Capacitor, an analyst display for maintaining cyber situation awareness, and in the Parallel Coordinates 3D Observatory (PC3O or Observatory), a generalization of the Flow Capacitor that provides capabilities for developing and exploring lines of inquiry. We then introduce the primary implementation frameworks that provide the core capabilities of Sol: the Luna Software Agent Framework, the VIA Cross-Layer Communications Substrate, and the KAoS Policy Services Framework. We show how policy-governed agents can perform much of the tedious high-tempo tasks of analysts and facilitate collaboration. Much of the power of Sol lies in the concept of coactive emergence, whereby a comprehension of complex situations is achieved through the collaboration of analysts and agents working together in tandem. Not only can the approach embodied in Sol lead to a qualitative improvement in cyber situation awareness, but its approach is equally relevant to applications of distributed sensemaking for other kinds of complex high-tempo tasks.
Introduction
Despite the significant attention being given the critical problems of cyber security, the ability to keep up with the increasing volume and sophistication of network attacks is seriously lagging. Throwing more computing horsepower at fundamentally-limited visualization and analytic approaches will not get us anywhere. Instead, we need to seriously rethink the way cyber security tools and approaches have been conceived, developed, and deployed.
We are taking advantage of the combined strengths of humans and software agents to create new capabilities for Network Operations Centers (NOCs). Our goal is to enable continuous situation awareness, rapid detection of threats, and effective protection of critical resources. The new "coactive emergence" approach to embodied in Sol is equally relevant to applications of distributed sensemaking for other kinds of complex high-tempo tasks such as real-time disease control or disaster management.
In Sect. 2, we describe how our visualization approach, informed by lessons-learned from IHMC's OZ flight display, has been leveraged and extended in our development of the Flow Capacitor, an analyst display for maintaining cyber situation awareness, and in the Parallel Coordinates 3D Observatory (PC3O or Observatory), a generalization of the Flow Capacitor that provides capabilities for developing and exploring lines of inquiry. Section 3 describes the challenge of threat understanding in Sol as a process of coactive emergence, whereby a comprehension of complex situations is achieved through rapid convergence to a common model of the situation by analysts and agents working together in tandem. Section 4 describes additional forms of agent assistance that we have explored and implemented within Sol. Section 5 introduces the primary implementation frameworks that provide the core capabilities of Sol: the Luna Software Agent Framework, the VIA Cross-Layer Communications Substrate, and the KAoS Policy Services Framework. In Sect. 6, we conclude that our work on the Sol framework may suggest significant new directions in automated assistance for sensemaking in a variety of application domains.
Maintaining Cyber Situation Awareness and Exploring Lines of Inquiry
Our approach to cyber situation awareness displays is informed by lessons learned in the design of IHMC's highlysuccessful OZ flight display 1 [43, 44] . Although space limitations preclude a complete description of OZ, we will attempt to give enough detail about its major features and benefits to convey its relationship to our current work: the design of displays for cyber situation awareness.
Lessons learned from the OZ flight display
Instead of relying on a continual visual scan of cockpit instruments, as on the traditional flight display shown in Fig. 1 , OZ presents information holistically and in the context of the current state of the world outside (Fig. 2) . Presenting flight performance information in context allows people 1 OZ relates to the classic film "The Wizard of OZ" and is not an acronym.
Fig. 2 IHMC's OZ flight display
to more easily maintain overall situation awareness. Presenting information holistically allows dependencies among key flight parameters to be made salient through the direct perception of visual primitives. Modifications made to any part of the model through pilot input or changes in the operating environment immediately affect all related elements. Though the display's reliance on colored lines and dots on a black background may seem a primitive throwback to first-generation video games, this simplicity is by design, based on a sophisticated understanding of the latest research results in human perception and cognition. Instead of relying on the slow and small human focal vision system, OZ is designed to use the fast and robust ambient vision systemthe same system that people use to quickly and successfully navigate crowded hallways without conscious thought or to catch a football on the run [31, 32, 45, 46] . As another example, OZ exploits the capabilities of human vision for quickly perceiving changes by using movement to convey difficult, correlated information [33, 38] .
A final aspect of OZ to note is the use of an explicit performance model to inform the pilot of normative system information relating to the aerodynamics of flight for the type of aircraft being flown-see, e.g., the four symmetric checkmark-like lines shown in Fig. 2 . By displaying the performance model on the screen in terms of lines and limits, OZ gives the operator a reference point against which to compare the evolving situation. Keeping the airplane on course becomes a simple matter of interactive graphical alignment rather than complex mental reasoning [1, 39, 44] .
Due to all these features, experimentation has repeatedly demonstrated the superiority of OZ over traditional displays in minimizing pilot error, reducing pilot disorientation, and maintaining situation awareness. Because of the OZ display's reliance on the ambient visual system, its advantages are shown even more dramatically in experimental conditions where the pilot is temporarily blinded by a flash of light (as when, e.g., impaired by lack of oxygen) or distracted by performing auxiliary visual tasks that rely on the focal vision system (e.g., reading) [45] . Beyond its role in simplifying flight-related tasks, the integrated performance model has an added training benefit-helicopter pilots trained using the hover functionality of OZ are able to more quickly acquire the depth of understanding necessary to master difficult challenges unique to rotorcraft flight, and fixed-wing pilots learn faster, retain training longer, and have a deeper understanding of the fundamental rules of flight than their conventionally-trained counterparts [40] [41] [42] .
Applying OZ Principles in the Flow Capacitor
We have used lessons learned from the OZ flight display in our design of visualizations for cyber situation awareness. Consider, for example, a visualization we call the Flow Capacitor (Fig. 3) .
The Flow Capacitor. The Flow Capacitor is a highlyconfigurable interactive 3D visualization of Internet traffic. The input to this visualization is NetFlow records (Cisco Systems [15] ). Each NetFlow record contains information about source and destination addresses of the flow, protocols and ports used, size and rate of the flow, and other information.
The two planes at the top and bottom of the display are mirror images of each other. The top plane shows a "Source IP Map" of the NetFlow records and the bottom plane shows a "Destination IP Map." Each of the two planes shown in Fig. 3 represents the full IPv4 address space where each point on a plane is a unique IP address-defining, in this case, a model of 65,536 pixels cubed. The 256 grid boxes on each plane divide the IPv4 space by the first octet in the address, the class A network. Due to the modularity of the agent architecture, upgrading to IPv6 will be straightforward.
The record of a given flow at a specific moment of time is represented as points on the source and destination planes, creating a result similar to heat maps. The color of the source and destination points encodes the first three octets of the IP address (i.e., the class C network address). Users can drill down at any time to see a more detailed projection of the traffic on a plane, displaying, for example, current flow records from or to all addresses within a given Class A network.
As alternatives to the IPv4 maps shown, any number of alternate plane types can be defined. For instance, the framework can geo-locate the IP addresses and project the source and destination locations as latitude and longitude on a map of the world. Conceptually-defined planes, cate-gorizing flows from certain types of groups (e.g., criminals, nation-state attacks) or economic sectors (e.g., financial, energy) can also be defined.
NetFlow "darts." In addition to being shown on the source and destination map planes, each NetFlow is also represented as a short line segment or "dart" that moves in real time from a source in the top plane to a destination in the bottom one. The length of the dart is proportional to the number of bytes that are being transferred between the source and destination by that flow. The appearance of the top half of the dart reflects attributes of the source plane, while the bottom half reflects attributes of the destination plane. For example, the two halves of the dart may be shown in one of 65,536 unique colors corresponding to the source IP and the destination IP. Alternatively, for example, the colors could be defined to correspond to the port number. The properties on which the colors are based and the particular colors chosen for a given property value can be easily redefined to represent other flow attributes such as protocol, duration, and TCP flags.
Port rings. The white rings labeled with protocols and port numbers (e.g., http:80, https:443) "attract" NetFlows that have a matching source or destination port value. This allows them to be visually grouped by the ring as they travel downward. The rings are initially placed in sorted order, but can be manipulated with a pointing device. For example, an analyst can interactively move the ring to a less congested area of the display in order to more easily separate and monitor certain kinds of traffic. Besides ports, other kinds of properties can also be used to define rings.
User controls. Configuration of user controls is performed graphically on-the-fly in auxiliary window panes. A pointing device can be used to rotate, zoom, and pan the view interactively. Modifier keys are used in conjunction with mouse actions (e.g., click, drag) in order to differentiate user intent. A vertical timeline with configurable colorcoded key event annotations provides a temporal overview of the unfolding situation, and incorporates a slider control for quick navigation through time (see Fig. 4 ). The user can pause, rewind, and fast-forward the display for instant replay in slow-or fast-motion-enabling users to engage in different kinds of attentive and preattentive visual processing of the information.
Pausing the display enables the user to mouse-over individual flow darts to display flow metadata. To allow easy selection, darts can be made "bolder" automatically when the display is paused. In addition to specific dart selection, individual flows or groups of flows can be selected for more detailed analysis by software agents or for viewing in other kinds of displays. Selections of interest can also be shared between different people and groups.
The period of time represented between the top and bottom planes can be configured to any length, from weeks or days to milliseconds. Slider controls below the timeline allow the user to specify the time frame of interest and the rate at which time passes. The slider control on the vertical timeline is automatically sized to indicate the proportion of time in the currently-displayed slice relative to the length of the overall timeline. The user also determines whether to render all of the NetFlow records or to filter them based on a combination of protocol, port, IP, and country.
Toward a visual model for network sensemaking. Although nearly all of the principles behind the OZ flight display design have been straightforwardly applied to cyber situation awareness, there are some aspects that have proven more challenging.
One of the most important differences between these two applications is the difficulty in finding the equivalent of the flight performance model for network analysis. Whereas the primary task of the pilot is to fly effectively within the known parameters of a fixed aerodynamic model, the job of the NOC analyst is to understand emerging threats accurately against the moving target of a network that is constantly changing. With this fact in mind, it is easy to see that what the analysts need is not a control device, nor merely an informative picture of the world, but rather a tool for formulation of hypotheses about a situation [26, p. 286] . In short, the utility of a given visual model for sensemaking must be, in our view, evaluated pragmatically in terms of its effectiveness in asking and answering a serviceable range of relevant questions.
Example: Understanding a Distributed
Denial-of-Service Attack Using the Flow Capacitor 5. Blacklisted bots attack whitelisted power infrastructure (blue and white "tornados") 6. Unknown nodes, not yet on our blacklist, attack whitelisted power infrastructure nodes (white "tornados").
Visual Exploration of Lines of Inquiry: The Parallel Coordinates 3D Observatory
The Flow Capacitor is designed to answer a core set of important questions about the number and nature of flows between sources and destinations in networks of any size. In order to broaden the range of questions that can be asked, we devised a generalization of the concept of a Flow Capacitor called the Parallel Coordinates 3D Observatory-"PC3O" or "Observatory" for short. Toward a performance model for network analysis. Although nearly all of the principles behind the OZ flight display design have been applied in new ways in our work on cyber situation awareness, there are some aspects that have proven more challenging. These additional challenges help inform the design of the PC3O.
Comparison of PC3O to Parallel Coordinate Graph approaches. Parallel coordinate graphs are a common way of visualizing data with a large number of constituent features. 2 These graphs show connections between feature values based on a given set of data, usually with each feature dimension represented by a vertical line, which normalizes that features values in to a continuous range over the length [53] . External senders are shown on the left, internal hosts in the center, and external receivers on the right. This visualization facilitates recognition of intrusions such as port scans or distributed denial-ofservice attacks.
While such interfaces are easy to read in low-volume, small network situations, they place a large burden on the operator to notice the patterns indicative of intrusions. Even with large or multiple screens, clutter from overlapping connection lines in larger networks can increase to the point where important information needed by the analyst to recognize the patterns indicative of intrusions may be obscured. Our PC3O approach, coupled with the agent annotations described in the next section, helps address these and other of the drawbacks of conventional parallel coordinate graphs.
Enhanced visual separation of anomalies using custom configurations of multiple planes. The Flow Capacitor can be seen as a base configuration of the Observatory, with two identical planes being shown. PC3O extends this idea by allowing any number of additional planes to be vertically layered so they sort the downward path of the flow darts. Because the data are shown in planar form, combinations of features can be displayed in two dimensions (e.g., packet size vs. packets per second). In this way, each plane itself contributes to the understanding of the network situation, as well as contributing as a component of the overall PC3O configuration.
At each vertical layer, all the flows may pass through a single plane that visually highlights their individual features. Alternatively, the flows can be routed by Boolean operators into one of multiple planes (e.g., a plane that captures flows within our network vs. a second plane that captures flows outside our network), allowing analysts to distinguish via visual separation the interesting characteristics of the data versus the mundane. By building visual separation into the graphical model, the analyst gains comparative information (e.g., proportion of threats going to hosts in the energy sector vs. the financial sector) and correlative information, by seeing untagged flows that are behaving similarly to tagged flows. By allowing analysts to construct a custom environment of heterogeneous planes that separate and characterize the flows, the Observatory allows the incremental formulation of a whole series of hypotheses constituting a line of inquiry, at the price of some added complexity for the novice user. Useful configurations (lines of inquiry) of PC3O planes can be archived for future reuse in analogous situations. One could envision whole libraries of such inquiry tools.
Example: Exploring a line of inquiry. As an example of how the Observatory supports a line of inquiry, consider a network analyst who is investigating a series of attacks on port 20000 to the critical infrastructure of a set of electrical power plants. Wondering whether any attackers were missed in the original report, the analyst widens the search for attackers to include flows using SCADA-related protocols originating from a larger geographical area and using not only port 20000 but also neighboring ports of significance to SCADA systems. The analyst uses the Observatory to define a first plane that plots the use of SCADA protocols on all related ports for the larger geographical region.
Having discovered some previously-unrecognized attackers in this way, the analyst creates a second vertical layer in order to answer the question of whether a particular regional utility company is the sole target of the of the attack, or whether a second utility in the same region is also being threatened. The new layer consists of two planes, one of which captures flows going to portions of the IP space corresponding to one regional utility company and the second of which captures flows going to portions of the IP space used by a second company.
Having found out that attacks are targeting all power utilities in the region, and not just one particular supplier, the analyst now wants to know who needs to be advised of the situation. The analyst constructs a third layer, consisting of two geographical planes that respectively capture the physical locations of the plants under attack. PC3O enables the analyst to discover that, in the case of the first utility, only the supervisor for a small region needs notification, while in the case of the second utility, multiple regional supervisors need to be advised.
Threat Understanding as a Process of Coactive Emergence in Human-Agent Teams
Building on a more general theory of joint activity in humans and machines [28, 29] , Johnson coined the term "coactive design" as a way of characterizing an approach to human-agent interaction that takes interdependence as the central organizing principle among people and agents working together [17, 18, 24] . Sol applies these ideas to sensemaking through in what might be called a process of coactive emergence, whereby a comprehension of complex situations is achieved through accelerated convergence on relevant models of the situation by analysts and agents working together in tandem [5] . In this way, Sol offers support for an ongoing scaffolding process among agents and human analysts. For example, analysts use what they know to discover new patterns of attacks, to define agents to detect and monitor them, and to define policy constraints to govern agent behavior. Subsequently, agents hypothesize correlations between sets of flows, and analysts, in turn, use these results to construct new agents, agent policies, and lines of inquiry. Below we explore these ideas in more detail.
Coactive emergence. Emergence describes the phenomenon whereby complex systems may arise from interactions of much simpler primitives. A classic example is the development of ant colonies (see, e.g., [23, pp. 117-118] ).
To a greater or lesser degree, emergent systems are bounded by inherent structural and environmental constraints. For example, in their account of human language development, Bratman, et al. [6] assert that:
. . . specific properties of language might have emerged as an adaptive response to joint pressures from the environment and constraints on an agent's cognitive architecture. The approach suggests that linguistic systems can be described as boundedly optimal policies in multi-agent dynamic control problems defined by specific environments, agent computational structures, and task-oriented. . . rewards.
Human culture also can be described in terms of rulegoverned emergence. The normative pressure of culture serves to reduce the number of alternatives available for acceptable behavior in a given setting, thus greatly simplifying the problem of human choice in routine situations [17] . It should be noted, however, that the governing constraints of culture are themselves subject to modification: in other words, while it is true that culture helps determine individual behavior, individuals, in turn, have the power to mold culture. Viewed rightly, therefore, the development of culture, like the joint development of threat understanding by humans and agents in cyber sensemaking, might be described as a process of coactive emergence.
Coactive emergence goes beyond relatively static forms of bounded emergence to allow either inherent or policybased constraints that govern the process of emergence to be themselves subject to change. In coactive emergence, both top-down policy constraints and bottom-up individual behavior are simultaneously shaped in mutual fashion, enabling continuous adaptive refinement. Top-down policy constraints on actors aim to achieve overall system objectives, to rapidly propagate lessons learned about productive and unproductive actions, and to avoid undesirable states and events. On the other hand, bottom-up emergence of novel actor strategies serves to achieve individual tasks. Because both the rules and the individual behavior for each party are subject to change, coactive emergence enables a wider range of adaptations.
Coactive emergence is a form of what Langton calls "semantic" or "second-order" emergence whereby "the system is able to detect, amplify, and build upon emergent behavior. The latter can only happen by operating on the behavior programs that causally influence behavior, similar to the way genetic evolution operates on the genes" [30, p. 90] .
Ideally, as in cooperative evolution, the process of coactive emergence is symbiotic, leading to progressive convergence on threat hypotheses. Of course, some amount of competitive evolution may also be desirable in sensemaking in order to encourage the exploration of the same space (or a wider space) from different perspectives.
Our emphasis on joint activity of humans and machines proceeds from the premise that the use of mixed humanagent systems can increase the range, richness, and utility of models that could be explored by humans or agents alone. In mixed human-agent teams, people occupy a privileged position because, among other things, they generally know more about the way joint tasks interact with broader ongoing activities and with the situation at large. For these reasons, humans have an important role in keeping agent taskwork aligned with its wider contexts [22] . In their complementary role, agents can help people cope, for example, with the volume, tempo, computational complexity, and highlydistributed nature of joint tasks. In addition to supporting appropriate aspects of taskwork, agents can be used to help support coordination and other aspects of team process, as described below.
Agent support for human-human teamwork. The scaffolding process for human-agent collaboration just described suggests, of course, a similar model for humanhuman teamwork. One way which Sol agents support this process is through agent-enabled shared windowing and selection in analyst displays. Our advances enable efficient joint control and remote viewing of all or part of a visual perspective while minimizing network loads. Selections of objects within views can also be shared across platforms and exploited across different types of views or in directing agent processing of information. In the future, new kinds of visualizations can straightforwardly reuse these foundational capabilities.
In addressing the problem of situation awareness, we should not only consider the problem of how to maintain continuous awareness of the relevant dimensions of the external environment, but also how to better track team processes-establishing and maintaining the degree of common ground among human participants that is necessary for analysts to coordinate and build upon one another's work. In support of this objective, we implemented an initial prototype of what the team affectionately calls the "Fishtank." The idea of the FishTank is to enable continuous progress appraisal [19] by groups of analysts through a visualization that enables them to easily see what tasks and which human and/or agent team members are significantly ahead or behind schedule, and thus replan their own efforts on interdependent tasks accordingly. The name "FishTank" for the concept comes from the visual idea of tasks needing attention and team members needing help rising gradually upward on the display according to their urgency, like dead fish floating to the top of a fishbowl.
Human-agent teamwork through agent annotations. In monitoring complex, high-tempo events, it is impossible for a human to identify every significant flow anomaly in Internet-scale displays. To help with this problem, we use software agents to automatically enrich the raw NetFlow records with information about attacks and other potentially malicious behavior. As new threats emerge, agents can automatically learn new patterns. Moreover, as new analytic innovations are developed, new kinds of sensing agents also can be straightforwardly added by analysts.
Agents visually annotate the display in real-time in order to highlight and draw the attention of the analyst to anomalous or otherwise interesting elements, such as possible attacks. For example, in the Flow Capacitor agent-annotated flows of interest are highlighted by attaching "flags" to the end of each dart. The flag colors and what they indicate (e.g., type of attack, presence of flow source in blacklist) can be customized by the analyst. In this way, the Flow Capacitor functions as a mediating representation-a highlycommunicative visual model of the situation that can be simultaneously used by mixed teams of people and software agents in order to come to a common understanding of a situation [20, 25] .
Benefits of organizing agents hierarchically. Agents may be organized hierarchically to facilitate the enrichment of NetFlow records at multiple levels of abstraction. In this way, agent annotations do not merely highlight low-level indicators of intrusion patterns, but can directly identify the type of intrusion itself. For instance, instead of requiring the analyst to notice that a configuration of connecting lines (some of which may be obscured) indicates a distributed port scan, agents working on abstracted data semantics can directly indicate the source of the attack. As another example, if a message is anomalous because it is sending oversized packets to a port associated with an SQL database, higher-level agents can abstract that message and represent it as an instance of an SQL injection attack. This ability to reduce perception and reasoning requirements on the analyst is a major benefit of agent-based analytics.
Having characterized the data in terms of identifiable intrusions enables analysts to carry out standard procedures in response. These procedures could include the automatic configuration of visual displays that allow the analyst to isolate intruder actions, or the spawning of new agents to collect data related to the identity of the network threats. Agents could also perform interdictory actions to prevent the intrusion from propagating further or wasting more network resources.
Additional Forms of Agent Assistance
Examples of ways in which software agents could be used within Sol to assist analysts include the following:
• Freeing up time. Agents promote continuity in investigation by continuing to work when analysts are unavailable. They can free up analyst time by performing tedious, distracting, complex, and high-tempo chores. For example, agents can not only keep up with real-time tagging of individual flows, but can also work continuously in the background to discover higher-level patterns, such as significant deviations from expected network traffic levels. Agents can help monitor background chat sessions, extract data of interest such as IP addresses that match certain criteria, and automatically enrich information about those addresses by looking up additional metadata. As a help with analyst reporting tasks, agents can also collect specified types of information concerning workflow and investigation results into a tool we call the CogLog. The CogLog is a semantic Wiki-based tool prototype within Sol available to agents and analysts, in which they can keep a log of findings pertinent to a given investigation. Things recorded can range from the mundane (e.g., IP addresses, names, pictures) to more abstracted entities like lines of inquiry or "blind alleys." Stores of CogLogs represent an important kind of a kind of knowledge management for analytic work. Affairs associated with each case are automatically (as well as manually) logged and maintained as an analyst might need to jump around from chore to chore, and from case to case. They can be invaluable as cross-reference in future investigations.
• Increasing resilience. Agents can increase system resilience by giving advance warning of network problems or analytic slowdowns through displays such as the "Fishtank" discussed above. Agents also aim to assure graceful, robust, and adaptive performance in the face of stressors and surprise through a combination of the principles of organic resilience, coupled with the capability for semantically-rich policy governance.
The notion of organic resilience [12] was inspired by the concept of "organic computing" proposed in [37] . Organic resilience relies heavily on biologically-inspired analogues and self-organizing strategies for the management and defense of distributed complex systems. Carvalho et al. have previously applied the concept for the defense of tactical communication systems [12] and mission-critical cloud applications [9] . Multi-layer defense frameworks following the same principles were later developed for critical infrastructure protection and distributed control systems [7, 13, 14] . These infrastructures included humans as an integral part of the system, working in collaboration with software agents to improve system resilience. This highly-successful and innovative approach is well suited to applications such as the one described in this article.
The use of semantically-rich policy governance to help achieve organic resilience builds on our contributions to the DARPA Ultra*Log program. In that effort, IHMC's KAoS Policy Services Framework ( [47, 48] ; see also Sect. 5) was used in conjunction with software agents [3] to assure the scalability, robustness, and survivability of logistics functionality in the face of information warfare attacks or severely constrained or compromised computing and network resources [34] ; see also [35] . We have also drawn on concepts and an initial implementation of the notion of collective obligation policies by van Diggelen et al. [49, 50] .
Because the latest evolution of our approach to increasing resilience is currently the subject of active research and has not yet been fully implemented, we sketch its major elements only briefly.
As with many biological systems, the goal of an organic resilience approach is to avoid static and centralized singlepoint-of-failure solutions for organizing work to the greatest degree practical. Thus, although groups of agents within the system are collectively responsible for jointly executing various tasks, the specific responsibilities assigned to agents are not completely sorted out in advance. The goal is to allow the agents to self-organize within the constraints of their individual capabilities and current availability. As described by Carvalho et al. [9, 11, 12] , our research on organic resilience involves understanding the advantages and disadvantages of particular techniques for self-organization for different problems within a given situation and computing environment.
The use of collective obligations is critical for practical applications of organic resilience. Whereas an individual obligation is a policy constraint that describes what must be done by a particular individual, collective obligations are used to explicitly represent a given agent's responsibilities within a group to which they belong, without specifying in advance who must do what. In other words, in a collective obligation, it is the group as a whole that becomes responsible, with individual members of the group sharing the obligation at an abstract level.
The execution and enforcement of collective obligations requires different mechanisms for different contexts. For some applications, a specialized planning system spanning a group of agents may be the best approach. However, in this case our commitment to a biologically-inspired approach requires that the agents themselves, rather than some centralized capability, do this work. In most cases, the agents themselves are in the best position to detect local triggers for collective obligations (e.g., potential threats or opportunities), to determine what support they can offer through their own resources and individual capabilities, and what information should be shared among peers and with agents elsewhere in the system. The self-organizing nature of the approach enables the agents to retune responsibilities and resource allocations themselves on an ongoing basis.
• Learning. Agents can augment human pattern recognition by learning new threat patterns and presenting them to the analyst for validation. For instance, in order to identify additional attacks and targets that analysts may have missed, a group of attacking flows and their targets could be selected, and an agent that uses biologically-inspired learning mechanisms [8, 51] could be launched to find additional, similar flows. Figure 6 shows an example where the learning agent has posted its results to a connectivity graph display. The green node at the upper right-ofcenter represents one of the analyst's own power plants along with the tan-colored attackers and their presumed command-and-control node. At the lower right is a green node that is a likely next target, due to the fact that it is now experiencing scan attacks from two tan nodes and has the same configuration and vulnerabilities as the first power plant. The large node just to the left of center is another likely target that sits outside our own network. In this way, agent learning has can help the analyst discover additional attacks and potential new targets that otherwise might have been overlooked.
• Making connections. Agents can implement capabilities for making connections by continuously doing knowledge discovery: looking for relationships among items of data, people, cases, analysts' activities, and lines of inquiry across individuals and groups of analysts. For example, a KAoS obligation policy (see more on policies below) can be defined to enable the automatic creation and commissioning of a new agent to look for additional data or metadata relevant to a set of flows whenever the analyst makes a selection using a pointer gesture. As a result, the agent might signal to the analyst that others are also working on related threats when it discovers a given IP address in a live chat interface or within a previous case record in the CogLog.
• Intelligent reporting. Agents can provide active, actionable information by generating advisories, indications, and warnings in the form of intelligent, dynamic, multimedia components that can be shared remotely. For instance, in order to notify the power plants who are likely next targets of attack as discussed in the learning example above, the analyst can graphically select the nodes in question and send what we call a "live advisory" in order to notify, and even provide active assistance to, remote colleagues. A "live advisory" is an agent that contains not "just the facts" of a situation, but also contain active analytic tools, views, and capabilities useful in ongoing monitoring and response to a threat. In addition, both analyst expertise and automated learning of new patterns are embodied in the live agents sent to colleagues, rather than buried in "dead" notes and reports. Once remote colleagues receive a Live Advisory, they can open it up (in compliance with the constraints of security policy) to view the rationale, replay the relevant data-and, potentially, launch protective actions.
• Dynamic scalability. Agents enhance system scalability by adapting to highly-distributed, rapidly-reconfigurable service-oriented computing architectures. Extensibility to new kinds of threats is as easy as plugging in a new agent-or adding new behaviors to existing ones. Moreover, because of the inherent capabilities of an agent platform coupled with the overall Sol architecture, virtually every aspect of system performance can be multiplied in proportion to the amount of distributed computing resources available. Dynamic reconfiguration of processing among different servers or between clients and servers is made possible by Luna's capabilities for state migration (see more below). The highly-efficient parallel processing enabled by new graphics-chip-level computational approaches (e.g., OpenCL-see [27] ) is fully exploited.
Sol Implementation Frameworks: Luna Agents, VIA, and KAoS Policy Services
Much of the flexibility and power of Sol comes from its incorporation of three IHMC implementation frameworks. KAoS Policy Services and the VIA Cross-Layer Substrate are mature frameworks that have been used in a variety of previous applications. Luna is a new agent framework that we have optimized for the demanding requirements of applications such as cyber security. Efficiency, flexibility, and security are its hallmarks.
The Luna Agent Framework. IHMC has been a pioneer in the field of software agents, and we have applied our long years of experience to the design of the Luna framework (e.g., [4, 14] ).
As summarized in the examples described earlier, Luna agents function both as interactive assistants to analysts and as continuously-running background aids to data processing and knowledge discovery. Though implemented using standard programming languages, Luna agents are more powerful than conventional software because of built-in capabilities that allow them to be proactive, collaborative, observable, and directable [2, 3, 28, 29] .
In order to support dynamic scalability and other features of the Sol framework, the Luna platform supports the option of allowing agents to migrate between operating environments and hosts. Unlike the more common platforms that support only a weak form of mobility, Luna supports weak mobility, where agents can move while preserving essential aspects of their execution state, and both voluntary and forced mobility where, completely transparent to them, agents may be moved from one system to another by an external asynchronous request. Since only agent execution state is moved, not the agent software itself, the Luna platform is protected from the security vulnerabilities of typical code migration approaches to agent mobility.
The KAoS Policy Services Framework and the VIA Communications Substrate. Because agents are powerful, we use powerful policy management and enforcement frameworks to govern their actions. The KAoS Policy Services framework [47, 48] was the first to offer an ontology-based approach (OWL 2) to policy representation and reasoning. It is currently the most successful and mature of all such efforts. In a policy language overview presented to the US Government Digital Policy Management Standards Subgroup, KAoS was highlighted as the "recommended policy ontology starting point" [52] , and IHMC is collaborating with the DPM effort to refine a common core policy ontology based on the KAoS implementation.
KAoS ensures that the Luna agents respect all security and privacy policies, that they respond immediately to human redirection, and that they have the teamwork knowledge they need to work with analysts and other agents collaboratively. KAoS policies also ensure that the entire system adapts automatically to changes in context, environment, task reprioritization, or resources. New or modified policies can be made effective immediately.
VIA [10, 11] is a next generation cross-layer communications substrate for tactical networks and information systems. Operating below the network layer, VIA enables applications to adapt and leverage the characteristics of the dynamic communication environment and enables the underlying communications infrastructure to better support application QoS requirements and constraints.
KAoS Policy Services and the VIA substrate allow desired agent and system behavior to be enforced from top to bottom. Indeed, Luna was built from the ground-up in order to be able to take advantage of the security and responsiveness provided by such comprehensive policy-based control. KAoS allows high-level policies at the level of analyst intent to be dynamically mapped to specific methods at the detailed task level for the realization of that intent. VIA allows finegrained enforcement of policy down to system-level operations such as the opening of a socket and the monitoring and filtering of specific elements of agent messaging.
Concluding Reflections on Tools for Sensemaking
Current research on human sensemaking (e.g., [36] ) typically focuses on the ways to shape the sensemaker's investigative démarche in order to help them counteract lines of reasoning that can lead to misconceptions. What such work has failed to adequately consider until now is the impact of new forms of visualization and automation on the sensemaking process, and how such tools ought to be designed in light of what we already know about such things. The work on Sol breaks new ground in theory and implementation by putting questions about the role and benefits of computer assistance to people in center stage. We intend to address some of these questions in future research and performance assessment studies.
In light of the current emphasis on multi-method approaches within the sensemaking literature, the question for the system designer becomes not only "How can we help analysts know whether their hypotheses are correct?" but also "How can we, to the greatest possible degree, use visualization, automation, and collaboration tools to help them expose their hypotheses to the light of experience in order to evaluate and refine them as thoroughly as possible?" In the complex and high-tempo world in which we live, we cannot afford anything less than full engagement of the perceptual strengths, experience, and know-how manifested in both humans and automation as we grapple with the highconsequence problems of the future.
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